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SUMMARY
Advances in single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) techniques have accelerated functional interpretation
of disease-associated variants discovered from genome-wide association studies (GWASs). However, iden-
tification of trait-relevant cell populations is often impeded by inherent technical noise and high sparsity in
scRNA-seq data. Here, we developed scPagwas, a computational approach that uncovers trait-relevant
cellular context by integrating pathway activation transformation of scRNA-seq data and GWAS summary
statistics. scPagwas effectively prioritizes trait-relevant genes, which facilitates identification of trait-relevant
cell types/populations with high accuracy in extensive simulated and real datasets. Cellular-level association
results identified a novel subpopulation of naive CD8+ T cells related to COVID-19 severity and oligodendro-
cyte progenitor cell and microglia subsets with critical pathways by which genetic variants influence Alz-
heimer’s disease. Overall, our approach provides new insights for the discovery of trait-relevant cell types
and improves the mechanistic understanding of disease variants from a pathway perspective.
INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide association study (GWAS) data on complex dis-

eases and numerous genotype-phenotype associations have

tremendously accumulated in the past decades.1–4 However,

functional interpretation of these variants identified by GWASs

remains challenging. It is still unclear how these variants regulate

key biological pathways in relevant tissues/cell types to mediate

disease development. The advent of single-cell RNA sequencing

(scRNA-seq) technology has provided an unprecedented oppor-

tunity to characterize cell populations and states from heteroge-

neous tissues.5,6 Unveiling trait-relevant cell populations from

scRNA-seq data is crucial for exploring the mechanistic etiology

of complex traits (including diseases).7 Thus, linking scRNA-

seq data with genotype-phenotype association information

from GWASs has considerable potential to provide new insights

into the polygenic architecture of complex traits at a high

resolution.8–12

Several studies have revealed significant enrichment of com-

plex traits in relevant tissue types by integrating tissue-specific

gene expression profiles with GWAS summary statistics.13–15
Cell
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
Inspired by these tissue-type enrichment methods, several

methods,16–21 including LDSC-SEG, RolyPoly, and MAGMA-

based approaches, have been employed to incorporate GWAS

and scRNA-seq data to identify predefined cell types associated

with complex traits. However, these approaches largely neglect

the considerable heterogeneity within each cell type and thus are

not suitable for making inferences at single-cell resolution.

Recently, scDRS22 was developed to distinguish disease-asso-

ciated cell populations at the single-cell level; however, its

accuracy relies heavily on a set of disease-specific genes iden-

tified from GWAS data using gene-based association test

methods,23–26 such as MAGMA.26 Although the gene-scoring

methods focus on the top significant genotype-phenotype asso-

ciations and have been applied to bulk tissue or aggregated data

analysis, it is still challenging to use these methods to make ac-

curate per-cell-based inferences in scRNA-seq data. The top ge-

netic association signals at specific loci may be absent from

most cells because of the extensive sparsity and technical noise

in single-cell data.27,28 To the best of our knowledge, there is no

method that simultaneously considers the expression features of

single-cell data and polygenic risk signals from GWAS summary
Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). 1
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Figure 1. Overview of scPagwas approach

(A) Linking single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from GWAS summary statistics into corresponding pathways. The linkage disequilibrium (LD) matrix for

SNPs is calculated based on the 1,000 Genomes Project phase 3 panel.

(B) Statistical model. The pathway-based polygenic regression analysis between SNP effect sizes and adjusted gene expression within a given pathway i is used

to infer an estimated coefficient t for each pathway in cell j.

(C) Transforming gene-by-cell matrix to pathway activity score (PAS)-by-cell matrix via using the singular value decomposition (SVD) method. The first principal

component (PC1) represents the PAS for pathway i in a given cell j.

(D) The Pearson correlationmodel. The genetically associated PAS (gPAS) for each pathway is defined as the product between the estimated coefficient t and the

weighted PAS in a given cell j (see STARMethods). The bottom panel indicates the Pearson correlation analysis of the summed gPASs (gPASsum ) of all pathways

in cell j correlating with the expression of a given gene across all individual cells and ranking Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) to prioritize top trait-relevant

genes. Then, scPagwas uses the cell-scoringmethod in Seurat to collapse the expression of top n trait-relevant genes (default top 1,000 genes) for calculating the

trait-relevant score (TRS) of each cell.

(E) scPagwas outputs. The typical outputs includes (1) trait-relevant cells, (2) trait-relevant cell types, and (3) trait-relevant pathways/genes.
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statistics to optimize effective and robust trait-relevant genes for

accurate inference of disease-associated cells at a fine-grained

resolution.

Dynamic cell activities and states are often causedby the com-

binedactionsof interacting genes in agivenpathwayor biological

process.29 Compared with leveraging the expression level of in-

dividual genes, pathway activity scoring methods that collapse

the functional actions of different genes involved in the same bio-

logical pathways can prominently enhance statistical power and

biological interpretation for determining particular cellular func-

tions or states.27,30–32 Recent studies have shown that such

pathway-based scoring methods exhibit a greater reduction of

technical and biological confounders of scRNA-seq data.33–35

Moreover, multiple lines of evidence have suggested that clini-

cally informative variants associated with complex diseases

mainly occur in systems of closely interacting genes, and even

variants with weak association signals clustered in the same bio-

logical pathway could provide critical information to understand

the genetic basis of complex diseases.36,37 Thus, integrating co-

ordinated transcriptional features in biological pathways from

scRNA-seqdata andpolygenic risk signals fromGWASsummary

statistics is a promising approach toprioritize trait-relevant genes

and distinguish critical cells by which genetic variants influence

diseases.

Here, we present a pathway-based polygenic regression

method (scPagwas) that integrates scRNA-seq and GWAS data

for the discovery of cellular context critical for complex diseases

and traits. scPagwasperformsa linear regressionofGWASsignals

on pathway activation transformed from scRNA-seq data to iden-
2 Cell Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023
tify a set of trait-relevant genes, which are subsequently used to

infer the most trait-relevant cell subpopulations. We show that

scPagwas outperforms the state-of-the-art methods using exten-

sive simulated and real scRNA-seq datasets. Through scPagwas-

basedanalysesofdifferent diseases,weprovidenewbiological in-

sights intohowdisease-associatednaiveCD8+Tcells are involved

in COVID-19 severity and how subsets of microglia and oligoden-

drocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) can contribute to Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (AD) risk.

RESULTS

Overview of scPagwas
Given extensive evidence16,18,38,39 indicatingapositivecorrelation

between genetic associations for a trait of interest and expression

levels of genes in trait-relevant bulk tissue or specific cell type, we

apply thisprinciple toscRNA-seqdataand takeadvantageofgene

expression signatures shared in a biological pathway. scPagwas

first links single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the GWAS

summary data to each pathway by annotating SNPs to their prox-

imalgenesof thecorrespondingpathway (Figure1A).Basedonthe

above assumption inspired by previous studies,16,18,38,39 scPag-

was adopts a linear regression model to calculate the correlation

between the genetic effects of SNPs and the gene expression

levels within a given pathway to estimate regression coefficient t

in each cell (Figure 1B). The t is the per-SNP contribution of one

unit of pathway-based gene expression activity to heritability in a

given cell, reflecting the strength of association between cell-spe-

cific pathway activity levels and the variance of SNP effects.40
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Meanwhile, scPagwas transforms the normalized gene-by-cell

matrix to a pathway activity score (PAS)-by-cell matrix, which is

constructed using the first principal component (PC1) of gene

expression in each pathway via the singular value decomposition

(SVD) method28,41 (Figure 1C; see STAR Methods). Unless other-

wise specified, scPagwas limits pathwayswith gene sizes ranging

from 5 to 300 in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes

(KEGG) database42 to calculate corresponding PASs in each cell.

Following previous studies,18,40 we compute the product of bt
and PAS for each pathway, hereinafter referred to as genetically

associated PAS (gPAS), to capture cell-specific pathway-based

genetic variances for traits of interest in a given cell (Figure 1D).

Then, we use the central limit theoremmethod43 to identify signif-

icant trait-relevant pathways based on the ranking of gPASs of

pathways across individual cells within each cell type (see STAR

Methods). In the meanwhile, we compute the sum of gPASs (de-

noted as gPASsum) over all included pathways from the KEGG

resource42 in each cell, correlate it with the expression level of

each gene across cells, and prioritize the trait-relevant genes by

ranking the Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs; Figure 1D).

Finally, a trait-relevant score (TRS) of each cell is computed by

averaging the expression level of the trait-relevant genes and sub-

tracting the random control cell score via the cell-scoring method

used inSeurat44 (seeSTARMethods). By treating the set of cells in

a predefined cell type as a pseudo-bulk transcriptomic profile,

scPagwas can also be employed to infer significant trait-relevant

cell types using the block bootstrap method.45

The input of scPagwas includes gene sets of pathways, a

gene-by-cell matrix of scRNA-seq data, and summary statistics

from a GWAS or meta-analysis for a quantitative trait or disease

(case-control study). The typical output includes (1) per-cell-

based TRSs and the corresponding p values, (2) trait-associated

cell types from the block bootstrap analysis, (3) trait-relevant

pathways based on the ranked gPASs, and (4) trait-relevant

genes based on the ranked PCCs (Figure 1E).

scPagwas effectively identifies trait-relevant genes
Because trait-relevant genes are vital for inferring the TRS of each

cell, we compared the biological functions of the top 1,000 trait-

relevant genes identified from scPagwas with those identified

with the widely used gene-scoring method MAGMA26 and three

other well-established expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL)-

based methods including transcriptome-wide association study

(TWAS),23 S-PrediXcan,25 and S-MultiXcan.24 A panel of 10 highly

heritable hematopoietic traits was used for benchmark analysis

(Tables S1 and S2). We found that trait-relevant genes identified

by scPagwas were more highly enriched in functional gene sets

related to blood cell traits than those identified by the other four

gene-scoring methods (Figure 2A; Table S3). For example, the

lymphocyte count-relevant genes prioritized by scPagwas

showed highly significant enrichment in biological processes

related to immune response, including T cell activation, adaptive

immune response, leukocyte differentiation, and leukocyte cell-

cell adhesion,whereas thoseprioritizedbyMAGMA lackedenrich-

ment in any functional term (false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.01; Fig-

ure 2B). In addition, the results of other nine hematopoietic traits

also showed supportive evidence that scPagwas-identified risk

genes were enriched in biological processes relevant to the trait
of interest (Figures S1andS2; Table S4). The number of significant

biological processes enriched by the scPagwas-identified top

1,000 risk genes is highly positively correlated with the precision

of scPagwas (r = 0.88 and p = 2.733 10�33; Figure S3).

In scRNA-seqdata, the sparsity and technical noiseof individual

genes can lead to high computational costs and inadequate asso-

ciation inference at the single-cell level.27,28 Using five distinct

scRNA-seq datasets, we found that the use of pathway informa-

tion with scPagwas could remarkably reduce the sparsity

compared with that of individual gene-based evaluations (Fig-

ure S4). The average expression magnitudes of individual genes

showed a strong positive correlation with their variances (Fig-

ure 2C, blue line). In contrast, pathway activation scores trans-

formed from transcriptome profiles significantly reduced the tech-

nical noise of variances of single-cell data, which facilitated the

identification of biologically relevant genes and improved down-

stream analyses46 (Figures 2C and S5). To assess the influence

of inaccurate pathway characterization on the robustness of

scPagwas, we performed a sensitivity analysis by adding four

different proportions of noisy genes (i.e., 5%, 10%, 15%, and

20%) into theKEGGpathways.Weobserved that theperformance

of scPagwas remain robust when adding from 5% to 15% noisy

genes in pathways, whereas the performance of scPagwas

become unstable after adding 20% noisy genes (Figure S6).

Furthermore, scPagwas is computationally efficient and scales lin-

early with the number of cells for both computational cost and

memory use (Figure S7). These results demonstrate that scPag-

was not only reduces sparsity and technical noise but also priori-

tizesmorebiologically relevant genes associatedwith trait of inter-

est for per-cell-based inference to identify trait-relevant cells.

Assessment of scPagwas in discerning trait-relevant
cells
We first assessed the power and precision of scPagwas in identi-

fying trait-relevant cells using a real GWAS dataset and simulated

scRNA-seq datasets. We adopted a highly heritable and relatively

simple trait, monocyte count, for benchmark analysis, with the

GWAS summary statistics from a large-scale study (N = 563,946;

Table S1). We synthesized an scRNA-seq dataset from fluores-

cence-activated cell-sorted bulk hematopoietic populations as

the ground truth (see STAR Methods), which contained a known

relevant cell type (monocytes, n = 1,000 cells) and non-relevant

cell types (T and B cells, dendritic cells [DCs], and natural killer

[NK] cells, n = 1,000 cells in total; Figure 3A).We found that scPag-

was (using the cell-scoring method of Seurat44 by default) could

accurately distinguish monocyte count-relevant cells from all

simulated cells (precision = 95.9%; Figure 3B). We further exam-

ined whether the scPagwas-identified trait-relevant genes could

improve the power of the latest cell-scoring method, scDRS,22

by comparing the results with those using the default gene-based

method MAGMA. The precision of scDRS in identifying the trait-

relevant cells increased from 0.940 when using the the top 1,000

genes prioritized by MAGMA to 0.957 when using the top 1,000

genes prioritized by scPagwas (Figures 3C and 3D).

Moreover, compared with the gene-based methods that incor-

porate eQTL information (i.e., S-MultiXcan, S-PrediXcan, and

TWAS), the scPagwas-identified trait-relevant genes considerably

enhanced the performance of the scDRS in distinguishing cells
Cell Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023 3



Figure 2. The reproducible and functional results of scPagwas

(A) GO-term enrichment analyses of top-ranked 1,000 genes from scPagwas and other four gene-based methods (i.e., MAGMA, TWAS, S-PrediXcan, and

S-MultiXcan) for 10 highly heritable blood cell traits. Different color dots represent number of significant GO terms of biological processes (BPs; FDR < 0.01)

enriched by top-ranked genes from scPagwas and other four methods (see Table S3).

(B) Example of the distribution of scPagwas-identified risk genes andMAGMA-identified risk genes among all genes ranked by their average expression across all

cells for the lymphocyte count trait. From left to right in each plot, all genes are ranked by their average expression across all cells. The orange bar indicates each

gene in the scPagwas-identified top 1,000 risk genes, and the blue bar indicates each gene in the MAGMA-identified 1,000 risk genes. The percentages of risk

genes for the top-half (over-expression genes) and the bottom-half (down-expression genes) cells are shown in the plot accordingly. GO enrichment results (BP

terms) of the lymphocyte count trait classified by two groups of over-expression genes (FDR < 0.01, 35 significant GO terms enriched by scPagwas vs. 0 GO

terms by MAGMA) and down-expression genes (FDR < 0.01, 13 significant GO terms enriched by scPagwas vs. 2 GO-terms by MAGMA) are shown in the plot.

(C) Plot demonstrating the variance of gene-level expression magnitude and pathway-level expression magnitude in the BMMC scRNA-seq dataset (n = 35,582

cells). Fitted line with red color represents pathway-level expression magnitude, which shows a mean-variance fit that demonstrates the relationship between

average expression of genes in a given pathway (x axis) and its corresponding variance (y axis). Fitted line with blue color represents gene-level expression

magnitude, which shows a mean-variance fit that demonstrates the relationship between average gene expression (x axis) and gene variance (y axis). The black

dots in the plot indicate outliers.

See also Figure S5.
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relevant to themonocyte count trait (scPagwas precision = 95.7%

vs. the other threemethods’ precision = 62.9%–90%; FigureS8A).

Using the samesimulated single-cell dataset,we further examined

the lymphocyte count trait also with a large-scale GWAS dataset

(N = 171,643 samples) to benchmark the performance of scPag-

was against the other four gene-based methods when using

scDRS to score cells.Weobserved a consistent result that scPag-

was yielded the best performance (scPagwas precision = 81.8%

vs. the other four methods’ precision <50%; Figure S9A). Notably,

by appling a Monte Carlo (MC) method to distinguish significant

trait-relevant cells, scPagwas identified that monocyte cells with

higher TRSswere prone to be significantly associatedwithmono-
4 Cell Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023
cyte count trait, and other non-monocyte cells with lower TRSs

showed non-significant associations (Figure S10A). At the cell-

type-level inference, we consistently found that monocyte cell

type exhibited significant association with monocyte count trait

(Figure S10B). In addition, we evaluated the performance of

scPagwas in identifying predefinedcell types related toa trait of in-

terest in simulated data.We observed that scPagwas could effec-

tively identify trait-relevant cell types under different genetic archi-

tectures when the number of included pathways was more than

100 (Figures S11 and S12).

Next, we assessed whether scPagwas could distinguish

monocyte count trait-related enrichment in a real ground-truth
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Figure 3. Assessment of the performance of

scPagwas in both simulated and real

scRNA-seq datasets

(A) Uniform manifold approximation and projection

(UMAP) embedding plot shows the cellular compo-

nent of a synthesized ground-truth scRNA-seq da-

taset (monocytes: n = 1,000 cells, and T, B, DC, and

NK: n = 1,000 cells in total).

(B) Illustration of the performance of top 1,000

scPagwas-identified genes for identifying monocyte

count trait-relevant cells based on the cell-scoring

method of Seurat in the synthesized scRNA-seq

dataset.

(C) Illustration of the performance of top 1,000

scPagwas-identified genes for identifying monocyte

count trait-relevant cells based on scDRS in the

synthesized scRNA-seq dataset.

(D) Illustration of the performance of top 1,000 pu-

tative disease genes identified by MAGMA for ide-

ntifying monocyte count trait-relevant cells based

on scDRS in the synthesized scRNA-seq dataset.

(E) UMAP plot shows the cellular component of a real

ground-truth scRNA-seq dataset. The real BMMC

scRNA-seq dataset contains 10,000 cells with seven

cell types: monocytes (11_CD14.Mono.1, 12_CD14.

Mono.2, and 13_CD16.Mono, n = 5,000 cells), DC

(09_pDC and 10_cDC, n = 200 cells), T cells (19_CD8.N

and20_CD4.N1,n=3,000cells),Bcells (17_B,n=1,000

cells), and NK cells (25_NK, n = 800 cells).

(F and G) Illustration of the performance of top 1,000

scPagwas-identified genes for identifying monocyte

count trait-relevant cells basedonSeurat (F) andscDRS

(G) in the real scRNA-seq datasets.

(H) Illustration of the performance of top-ranked 1,000

putative disease genes identified by MAGMA for iden-

tifying monocyte count trait-relevant cells based on

scDRS in the real scRNA-seq dataset. The UMAP pro-

jections of every cell colored by its TRS. The vertical bar

exhibits cells descendingly ranked according to their

corresponding TRSs (top-ranked 1,000 genes), where

red color indicates monocyte cells and blue color in-

dicates non-monocyte cells. The accuracy of each

method represents the percentage of monocyte count

trait-related cells (i.e., monocytes) for the top-half cells

that are ranked by TRS for all cells in a descending

manner.

See also Figures S8–S10.
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scRNA-seq dataset (Figure 3E) that contained monocytes

(CD14+ and CD16+ monocytes, n = 5,000 cells) and non-mono-

cyte cells (T cells [n = 3,000], B cells [n = 1,000], DCs [n = 200],

and NK cells [n = 800]) from a bone marrow mononuclear cell

(BMMC) scRNA-seq dataset (Table S2).47 Consistent with the

simulation results, scPagwas robustly identified the known

trait-relevant cell populations with higher precision using Seurat

as the cell-scoring method (precision = 98.2%; Figure 3F).

Compared with the default setting of scDRS that uses the top

1,000 MAGMA-identified genes, applying the top 1,000 scPag-

was-identified genes to scDRS considerably enhanced the dis-
covery of monocyte count-relevant cells with the improvement

of the precision from 0.787 to 0.984 (Figures 3G and 3H).

Analogous to the simulation results, we only found amoderate

enrichment of monocyte count-relevant cells by applying the top

genes prioritized by the three eQTL-based methods (S-Multi-

Xcan, S-PrediXcan, and TWAS) to scDRS analysis (precision =

61.7–71%; Figure S8B). This observation remained reproducible

for lymphocyte count with the inclusion of the same real ground-

truth scRNA-seq dataset (Figure S9B). When further evaluating

whether the number of included top trait-relevant genes influ-

ences the power of scoring trait-relevant cells, scPagwas using
Cell Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023 5
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Figure 4. Application of scPagwas to multiple blood cell traits for identifying trait-relevant cells

The 10 hematological traits were analyzed using scPagwas (Seurat) on a large BMMC scRNA-seq dataset.

(A) The tSNE plot shows the cell type labels.

(B) The average TRSs for cells belonging to the same cell type are shown in the heatmap. Unsupervised clustering analysis was conducted, and cell-type

categories were grouped into six main clusters, including DCs, B cells, monocytes (Monos), NKs, T cells, and early/progenitor cells. cDC, classical dendritic cell;

(legend continued on next page)

6 Cell Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023
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the scDRS method achieved a stable and robust performance

after choosing the top 100 trait-relevant genes. In contrast, the

use of scDRS with MAGMA resulted in a variable and moderate

performance that was largely influenced by the number of

included genes prioritized by MAGMA or the three other eQTL-

based methods (Figures S13A and S13B).

Additionally, when applying genes prioritized by scPagwas to

two other cell-scoring methods, e.g., VISION35 and AUCell,33 we

consistently found that these cell-scoring methods yielded a high

performance in identifying cells relevant to monocyte count with

either the simulated or the real RNA-seq data (Figures S8C and

S8D). Recently, there have been two novel methods, sc-linker9

and EPIC,21 for inferring trait-relevant cell types. By benchmarking

with these two methods at the cell-type level, we detected that

scPagwas outperformed both sc-linker and EPIC for identifying

monocyte count trait-relevant cell types in simulated and real

data (Figures S14A and S14B; Tables S5 and S6). Taken together,

our results reveal that scPagwas enables trait relevance to be

accurately and robustly characterized at the single-cell resolution.

scPagwas accurately identifies blood cell trait-relevant
cell populations at distinct stages of human
hematopoiesis
scPagwas was used to identify hematological trait-relevant cell

populations in a large BMMC scRNA-seq dataset (n = 35,582

cells; Figure 4A) that contained the full spectrum of human he-

matopoietic differentiation from stem cells to their progeny.47

To explore the genetic associations for 10 highly heritable blood

cell traits in various cellular contexts, we aggregated the TRSs of

individual cells within the same annotated cell type to assess the

enrichments of hematopoietic traits at distinct stages of human

hematopoiesis using the unsupervised clustering method

(Table S1). According to the aggregation results, different cell

populations from the same lineage were predisposed to have

consistent associations across relevant traits (Figures 4B and

S15A; Table S7). For example, red blood cell traits, including he-

moglobin concentration, mean corpuscular hemoglobin, and

mean corpus volume, tended to have similar associations within

the same module based on the TRS of the cell type, consistent

with previous findings.28

The TRSs of cells for three representative traits are shown in

low-dimensional t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding

(t-SNE) space (Figures 4C–4E). Remarkably, cell lineages rele-

vant to corresponding blood cell traits yielded considerably

high TRSs under different conditions (Figures 4C–4E and

S15B–S15D), indicating that the cell specificity of these genetic

effects was well captured by scPagwas. For monocyte count,

scPagwas identified not only monocyte-related cell compart-
pDC, plasmacytoid dendritic cell; CD4.M, CD4+ memory T cells; CD8.CM, CD8+

naive T cells; CD4.N1/N2, CD4+ naive T cells; CLP, common lymphoid progeni

genitor; LMPP, lymphoid-primed multipotent progenitor; HSC, hematopoietic ste

type with average TRS R 0.2 is marked with asterisk in the plot (*FDR < 0.05, **

(C–E) Per-cell TRSs calculated by scPagwas (Seurat) for three representative traits

(E) are shown in tSNE coordinates (left) and per cell type (right). Boxplots (left to r

4,222, 292, 420, 710, 1,711, 62, 1521, 2,470, 2,364, 3,539, 796, 2,080, 2,143, and

extend 1.53 the IQR.

See also Figure S16.
ments with increased TRSs but also granulocyte-monocyte pro-

genitor cells showing increased enrichment (Figure 4C). Further-

more, several cell compartments related to CD8+ T cells, CD4+

T cells, NK cells, and B cells yielded increased TRSs for lympho-

cyte count (Figure 4D), and early and late erythrocytes, common

myeloid progenitor lymphoid-primed multi-potential progenitor

(CMP-LMMP), and hematopoietic stem cells exhibited increased

TRSs for the mean corpus volume (Figure 4E).

When applying the top 1,000 scPagwas-prioritized genes to

scDRS in the BMMC scRNA-seq dataset, cells relevant to three

representative traits were enriched and had increased TRSs

(Figures S9A–S9C, left panel). However, the use of scDRS

with the top 1,000 MAGMA-prioritized genes did not show

such trait-relevant enrichment (Figures S16A–S16C, right

panel). In an independent peripheral blood mononuclear cell

(PBMC) scRNA-seq dataset with a larger number of cells

(n = 97,039 cells),48 consistently, scPagwas using either cell-

scoring method, Seurat or scDRS, accurately distinguished

monocyte and lymphocyte count-relevant cell compartments,

whereas there was no specific trait relevance using scDRS

with the top MAGMA-prioritized genes (Figures S17 and S18).

Collectively, these results suggest that scPagwas can recapit-

ulate known associations between blood cell traits and the

cellular context and identify novel trait-associated cell subpop-

ulations and states.

scPagwas identifies novel immune subpopulations
associated with severe COVID-19 risk
Understanding the effects of host genetic factors on immune

responses to severe infection can contribute to the develop-

ment of effective vaccines and therapeutics to control the

COVID-19 pandemic.49,50 scPagwas was applied to discern

COVID-19-associated immune cell types/subpopulations by

integrating a large-scale GWAS summary dataset on severe

COVID-19 (N = 7,885 cases and 961,804 controls) with a large

PBMC scRNA-seq dataset (n = 469,453 cells) containing

healthy controls and patients with COVID-19 with various

clinical severities (Tables S1 and S2). scPagwas identified

that three immune cell types, including naive CD8+ T cells

(p = 4.6 3 10�17), megakaryocytes (p = 7.8 3 10�6), and

CD16+ monocytes (p = 1.14 3 10�4), demonstrated significant

associations with severe COVID-19 (FDR < 0.05; Figures 5A–

5D; Table S8), whereas these three cell types only showed sug-

gestive asssociations inferred by the three cell-type-level infer-

ence methods (LDSC-SEG,16 MAGMA-based approach,51 and

RolyPoly18). Both CD16+monocytes andmegakaryocytes have

been reported to be associated with aggressive cytokine storm

among patients with severe COVID-19.50,52
central memory T cells; CD8.EM, CD8+ effector memory T cells; CD8.N, CD8+

tor; CMP, common myeloid progenitor; GMP, granulocyte-macrophage pro-

m cell; Baso, basophil; Eryth, erythrocyte; Neut, neutrophil. The significant cell

FDR < 0.01, and ***FDR < 0.001).

includingmonocyte count (C), lymphocyte count (D), andmean corpus volume

ight: n = 1,425, 2,260, 903, 377, 2,097, 1,653, 446, 111, 1,050, 544, 325, 1,800,

161 cells) show the median with interquartile range (IQR) (25%–75%); whiskers
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Figure 5. scPagwas identifies trait-relevant immune cell types and subpopulations for severe COVID-19
(A–D) Benchmarking analysis of uncovering trait-relevant cell types by using scPagwas, LDSC-SEG, a MAGMA-based approach, and RolyPoly for patients with

COVID-19 with various clinical severities of severe (A), moderate (B), mild (C), and healthy controls (D), respectively. The horizontal red dashed lines represent the

significant threshold (Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.05).

(E) The tSNE visualization of 766 naive CD8+ T cells with four cell clusters.

(F) scPagwas TRS for the phenotype of severe COVID-19 risk is displayed for all naive CD8+T cells in the tSNE plot.

(G) Association between scPagwas TRSs and the molecular signature scores of effector marker genes across all naive CD8+ T cells for severe COVID-19. The x

axis denotes the gradient quintile bins of effector gene scores across all naive CD8+ T cells. The y axis denotes the average scPagwas TRS in each bin for severe

COVID-19. The one-sided MC test is used for assessing the statistical significance.

See also Table S8.
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Of note, scPagwas identified a novel cell subpopulation of naive

CD8+ T cells related to severe COVID-19 (Figures 5A–5E). scPag-

was identified that five biological pathways relevant to COVID-19

severities showed high specificity for naive CD8+ T cells and

included the prolactin signaling pathway, the thyroid hormone

signaling pathway, and type 1 diabetes mellitus (FDR < 0.05; Fig-

ure S19), which have been reported to potentially play crucial roles

inCOVID-19.53–55Recent single-cell sequencingstudies56–58have

demonstrated that naive CD8+ T cells show prominent associa-

tions with COVID-19 severity. Moreover, naive CD8+ T cells are

essential for recognizing newly invaded viral antigens including se-

vere acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2),

leading to initiation of the adaptive immune response by differenti-

ating naive T cells into subpopulations of cytotoxic effector CD8+

T cells or memory CD8+ T cells.57,59,60

As shown in Figure 5E, the naive CD8+ T cells were grouped

into four clusters. We found that trait-relevant cells with high

scPagwas TRSs were mainly in clusters 0 and 1 (Figures 5F
8 Cell Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023
and S20). Of note, cluster 0 showed high expression of memory

effector marker genes (GZMK, AQP3,GZMA, PRF1, andGNLY),

while cluster 1 demonstrated high expression of exhaustive

effector marker genes (LAG3, TIGIT, GZMA, GZMB, PRDM1,

and IFNG) (Figure S21). Further analysis showed that the molec-

ular signature scores of the effector marker genes across cells

were significantly positively associated with the TRSs (MC-

based empirical p = 0.003; Figure 5G; Table S9), indicating

that severe COVID-19-associated T cells tend to activate

effector signatures involved in the anti-viral immune response.

These new cell subpopulations may play important roles in

modulating the immune response in patients with severe

COVID-19.

scPagwas distinguishes heterogeneous cell
populations associated with AD
AD is a detrimental neurodegenerative disease that causes a

gradual increase in neuronal death and loss of cognitive function.
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Figure 6. scPagwas discerns human brain cell types and subpopulations in association with AD
(A) The UMAP plot of scRNA-seq profiles of 11,786 human brain cells containing five brain cell types. Cells are colored by the cell-type annotation.

(B) scPagwas TRS for the phenotype of AD risk is displayed for all cells in the UMAP plot. OPCs and microglial cells are highlighted with dashed lines.

(C) Benchmarking analysis of uncovering significant AD-associated cell types by using scPagwas, LDSC-SEG, a MAGMA-based approach, and RolyPoly. The

horizontal red dashed line represents the significant threshold (p < 0.05).

(legend continued on next page)
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scPagwas was applied to uncover cell subpopulations associ-

ated with AD by integrating a human brain entorhinal cortex sin-

gle-nucleus RNA-seq (snRNA-seq) dataset containing five brain

cell types (n = 11,786 cells; Figure 6A; Table S2) with an AD

GWAS summary dataset (N = 21,982 cases and 41,944 controls;

Table S1). We found that OPCs and microglia with higher TRSs

showed stonger enrichments in AD (Figure 6B). Consistently,

at the cell-type level, both OPCs and microglia were significantly

associated with AD (FDR < 0.05; Figure 6C; Table S10). For inde-

pendent validation, three large single-cell datasets (Table S1),

including two human brain snRNA-seq datasets (n = 101,906

and 14,287 cells) and one mouse brain scRNA-seq dataset

(n = 160,796 cells), were used for scPagwas analysis. These re-

sults also indicated that OPCs and microglia were significantly

associated with AD (p < 0.05; Table S11).

Remarkably, heterogeneous associations between OPCs and

AD were detected by scPagwas (heterogeneous FDR = 3.33 3

10�4; Figure S22), which is consistent with the recent finding of

functionally diverse states of OPCs.61 Disruption of OPCs is

related to accelerated myelin loss and cognitive decline and is

considered an early pathological sign of AD.62 Analogous to

our results, a recent genetic study63 demonstrated that OPCs

exhibit significant associations with schizophrenia, which was

repeated by scPagwas using the same schizophrenia GWAS

and scRNA-seq data as in the Agarwal et al. study63 (Figure S23).

Consistently, multiple lines of genetic evidence have indicated a

critical role of microglia in the pathogenesis of AD.9,64–66

Moreover, the top significant trait-relevant pathways of the mi-

croglial association were related to immune pathways, including

Th17 cell differentiation and influenza A (Figure 6D). Genes in the

immunepathway of Th17 cell differentiation in disease-associated

microglia have been identified as being involved in AD risk.67 The

top-ranked significant pathways for OPC associations were

related to brain development and synaptic transmitters, including

glutamatergic synapses, taste transduction, and the prolactin

signaling pathway (Figure 6D). Alteration of glutamatergic synap-

seshas thepotential to inhibitOPCproliferationandmayberelated

to disruption of myelination, which is a prominent feature of AD.68

These results suggest that these trait-relevant cell types could

contribute to AD risk via distinct biological pathways.

We further identified the 1,000 top-ranked trait-relevant genes

for AD by computing the correlation between the expression of a

given gene and the summed gPASs of each cell across all 11,786

brain cells (see STARMethods and Figure 6E). To assess the as-

sociation between these prioritized genes and AD, we adopted

the RISmed method,69 which searches for supporting evidence

from reported studies in the PubMed database. A significant

positive correlation was observed between the scPagwas re-
(D) Dot plot demonstrating the trait-relevant pathways across five brain cell type

pathway, and color intensity indicates the proportion of cells within each cell typ

(E) Trait-relevant genes ranked by the PCCs using scPagwas across all individua

(F) Correlations of trait-relevant genes for AD ranked from scPagwas results a

scPagwas results and PubMed search results (log2(n + 1)). The top-ranking trait

(G and H) Violin plots show the differential gene expression (DGE) analyses of GS

bulk transcriptomic dataset (n = 176 patients with AD, and n = 187 controls).

(I and J) Violin plots show the DGE ofGSK3B andCREB1 between patients with A

n = 32 controls). The two-sided Student’s t test was used for assessing the stati

See also Table S13.
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sults and PubMed search results (r = 0.23, p = 2.173 10�13; Fig-

ure 6F), which was notably higher than that from matched ra-

ndom gene sets (permuted p < 0.01; Figure S24). These risk

genes were significantly enriched in several important functional

cellular components related to neurodegenerative diseases,

including postsynaptic specialization and neuron-to-neuron syn-

apses (FDR < 0.05; Figure S25; Table S12). To further evaluate

the phenotypic associations of these top 1,000 scPagwas-iden-

tified risk genes, we leveraged two large and independent bulk-

based expression profiles on patients with AD (N = 222) and

matched controls (N = 219). We found that 42.1% (421/1,000)

of these genes were significantly up-regulated in patients with

AD (two-sided t test p < 0.05; Table S13). Of note, this proportion

was significantly higher than that of randomly selected length-

matched genes (permuted p = 0.01; Figure S26).

The highest-ranked genes, CREB1 (p = 1.48 3 10�18 and

2.34 3 10�5) and GSK3B (p = 5.3 3 10�7 and 0.043), exhibited

significantly higher expression in patients with AD than in con-

trols in both datasets (Figures 6G–6J). Genetic variants in

CREB1 have been associated with brain-related phenotypes,

including neuroticism,70 major depressive disorder,71 and cogni-

tive performance.72 Inhibition of GSK3B expression decreases

microglial migration, inflammation, and inflammation-associated

neurotoxicity.73 In addition, activation of the kinase GSK3B pro-

motes TAU phosphorylation, which corresponds to amyloid-b

(Ab) accumulation and Ab-mediated neuronal death.74 In sum-

mary, scPagwas not only identified subpopulations of microglia

and OPC relevant to AD but also uncovered the key AD-associ-

ated pathways and risk genes.

DISCUSSION

Here, we introduce scPagwas, a pathway-based polygenic

regression method that incorporates GWAS summary statistics

and scRNA-seq data to identify trait-relevant individual cells.

scPagwas exhibits well-calibrated and powerful performance

benchmarked with extensive simulated and real datasets.

scPagwas can capture the essential trait-relevant features of sin-

gle-cell data and provide previously unrecognized functional in-

sights by linking trait-relevant genetic signals to the cellular

context. It should be noted that scPagwas does not require

parameter tuning for cell-type annotations and significantly en-

hances the discovery of trait-relevant enrichment at the single-

cell resolution compared with existing methods.16–20 scPagwas

is suitable for analyzing genetic enrichment of rare or previously

unknown cell populations in large-scale single-cell datasets.

High sparsity and technical noise are the principal issues in

analyzing single-cell sequencing data.28,30,75–78 The activity of
s identified by scPagwas. Dot size represents the log-ranked p value for each

e genetically influenced by a given pathway (pathway-level coefficient b > 0).

l cells.

nd PubMed search results. The Pearson correlation is calculated between

-relevant genes are labeled.

K3B and CREB1 between patients with AD and controls in a GEO: GSE15222

D and controls in a GEO: GSE109887 bulk dataset (n = 46 patients with AD, and

stical significance.
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individual genes cannot represent cell functionality because it

highly relies on the activity of other partner genes in a given

pathway.29 Additionally, the combination of biological functions

of different genes in the same pathway has been reported to

reduce inflated zero counts and technical noise.27,30–32,34

Furthermore, disease-associated genetic variants that are ma-

inly involved in systems of highly communicating genes and

even variants with weak associations grouped in a given biolog-

ical pathway could play important roles in uncovering the genetic

mechanisms of complex diseases or traits.36,37 Leveraging these

pathway-based advantages, scPagwas could reduce the high

sparsity and technical noise across millions of scRNA-seq pro-

files from different tissues and organs from mice and humans.

Crucially, scPagwas not only recapitulated well-established

cell type-disease associations, including the associations of im-

mune cell types with hematological traits and microglia with AD,

but also detected notable enrichments that have not been re-

ported in previous studies and are biologically plausible, sup-

porting the powerful potential of scPagwas for the discovery of

novel mechanisms.

Based on the correlation between genetically influenced pa-

thway activity and gene expression, scPagwas prioritized more

trait-relevant genes than other widely used gene-scoring

methods, including MAGMA,26 S-PrediXcan,25 S-MultiXcan,24

and TWAS23 (Figure 2). Although the use of scDRS with the

MAGMA-identified genes was more powerful than with the

genes identified by the other three methods (i.e., S-PrediXcan,

S-MultiXcan, and TWAS), scPagwas yielded the best perfor-

mance in distinguishing trait-relevant cells. When the top 1,000

scPagwas-identified trait-relevant genes were applied to

scDRS, the precision for distinguishing trait-relevant cells was

significantly enhanced, indicating that it is important to prioritize

a group of robust trait-relevant genes for scoring cells. This ex-

plains why previous cell-scoring methods22,33,35 based on the

top-ranked MAGMA genes only achieved moderate perfor-

mance. Most recently, two new methods of sc-linker9 and

EPIC21 have been published to link scRNA-seq data with

GWAS summary statistics for identifying trait-relevant cell types.

Compared with the disease-specific genes identified from EPIC

and gene programs from sc-linker, scPagwas simultaneously le-

verages the integration of the polygenic risk signals from GWAS

summary statistics and the coordinated expression features in

biological pathways from single-cell data to prioritize trait-rele-

vant genes, which contribute to distinguish critical trait-relevant

cells at a fine-grained resolution. Moreover, scPagwas could

discern trait-relevant cell populations as well as early progenitor

cells for blood cell traits, which is consistent with the fact that

pathway-based scoring methods are useful in determining dis-

ease-associated but heterogeneous early developmental pro-

genitor cells.34,79,80

Limitations of the study
Several limitations of this study should be noted. First, identifica-

tion of a statistical association between complex diseases/traits

and individual cells does not imply causality but may reflect indi-

rect identification of causal associations, parallel to previous

methods.16,18,19,22 Nevertheless, even under such circum-

stances, the scPagwas-identified trait-relevant cells are inclined
to be biologically relevant to the causal cells because of their

similar genetic co-expression patterns. Second, for the current

study, we selected canonical pathways identified in the KEGG

database42 because these pathways have been experimentally

validated. Third, to be compatible with Seurat software,44 the

most extensively used tool for scRNA-seq data analysis, scPag-

was by default employed the cell-scoring method of the ‘‘Add-

ModuleScore’’ function of Seurat to directly compute the TRS,

which makes it convenient to integrate scPagwas into existing

scRNA-seq analysis pipelines. According to our current results,

other state-of-the-art cell-scoring methods, including the

scDRS,22 AUCell,33 and VISION,35 also showed a good and

robust performance for distinguishing trait-relevant cells when

applying scPagwas-identified trait-relevant genes. Finally, we

annotated SNPs into genes and their corresponding pathways

based on the proximal distance of a 20 kb window. It may be

possible to establish the link between SNPs and genes using

other methods, such as functionally informed SNP-to-gene link-

ing approaches,81,82 in the future.
Conclusion
Toconclude, scPagwasdemonstratespromise foruncoveringsig-

nificant trait-relevant individual cells. Our pathway-based infer-

ence strategywill increase the identification of key cell subpopula-

tions with reasonable biological interpretation for traits of interest.

Fromadiscovery viewpoint, the identification of reproducible trait-

relevant individual cells will help to achieve the first step toward an

in-depth experimental investigation of novel cell types or states

with potential physiological roles in health and disease.
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Jianzhong

Su (sujz@wmu.edu.cn).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
All GWAS summary datasets were downloaded from three publicly accessible databases of the IEU open GWAS project: https://gwas.

mrcieu.ac.uk/, theCOVID-19HostGenetics Initiative:www.covid19hg.org/results, thePsychiatricGenomicsConsortiumwebsite:https://

pgc.unc.edu/, and the NHGRI-EBI GWAS Catalog:https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/. The healthy BMMC scRNA-seq dataset was

downloaded from a website (https://jeffgranja.s3.amazonaws.com/MPAL-10x/Supplementary_Data/Healthy-Data/scRNA-

Healthy-Hematopoiesis-191120.rds). The healthy PBMC scRNA-seq dataset used to validate scPagwas performancewas downloaded

from the ArrayExpress database (ArrayExpress: https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experiments/E-MTAB-10026/). The mouse brain

scRNA-seq dataset was downloaded from the Mouse Brain Atlas (Mouse Brain Atlas: https://storage.googleapis.com/

linnarsson-lab-loom/l5_all.loom). Human brain snRNA-seq dataset #1 (GEO: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?

acc=GSE138852), Human brain snRNA-seq dataset #2 (GEO: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE160936), Hu-

man brain snRNA-seq dataset #3 (GEO: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE140231), and two bulk-based tran-

scriptomicprofilesonAD (GEO:1.https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE109887; 2. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE15222) were downloaded from the GEO database. The PBMC scRNA-seq dataset on COVID-19 severity

was downloaded from the ArrayExpress database (ArrayExpress: https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experiments/E-MTAB-9357).

The scRNA-seq dataset on the human cell landscape (HCL) was downloaded from the GEO database (GEO: https://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE134355). scPagwas is implemented as an R package and is available on GitHub (https://github.

com/dengchunyu/scPagwas). The code to reproduce the results is available in a dedicated GitHub repository (https://github.com/

dengchunyu/scPagwas_reproduce) or Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/record/8137370.

METHOD DETAILS

scPagwas methodology
The workflow of the scPagwas method is shown in Figure 1. In brief, scPagwas employs an optimized polygenic regression model to

identify the associations of a subset of cells with a complex disease or trait of interest. The framework of the method is described in

detail in the following steps.

Linking SNPs to their corresponding pathways
Based on previous evidence7 indicating that most eQTLs consistently lie in a 20-kb window centered on the transcription start site of

a gene, a window size of 20 kb is adopted as the default parameter of scPagwas to assign SNPs from GWAS summary statistics to

associated genes. We use the notation gðkÞ to represent a gene g with an SNP k. With the assignment of SNPs to corresponding

gene, there are a few SNPs with multiple associated genes. We duplicate these SNPs and consider them as independent SNP-

gene pairs following an earlier study.18 In our data applications, SNPs with minor allele frequencies smaller than 0.01 or on the

sex chromosomes (ChrX-Y) were removed.

Based on pathways in the KEGG database,42 we annotate these SNPs to associated gene g in corresponding pathway, and use

the notation Si = fk : gðkÞ ˛Pig to indicate the set of SNPs within the pathway i. The notation Pi indicates the set of genes in the
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pathway i. scPagwas provides other functional gene sets, such as Reactome89 and MSigDB,90 as alternative options. In view of sta-

tistics for smaller gene setswere over-dispersed and gene setswith large number of geneswere largely non-specific,91 we limited our

analysis to pathways containing 5-300 genes. In our data applications, the 1,000 Genomes Project Phase 3 Panel92 was applied to

calculate the linkage disequilibrium (LD) among SNPs available in the GWAS summary statistics, and the major histocompatibility

complex region (Chr6: 25–35 Mbp)93 was removed because of the extensive LD in this region.

PAS matrix transformation
scPagwas uses the variance-stabilizing transformation method94 with a scale factor of 10,000 to normalize a sparse gene-by-cell

matrix from scRNA-seq data as follows: eg;j = log

 
ag;j $1e4 =

P
g
ag;j + 1

!
, where ag;j is the raw expression for gene g in cell j and

eg;j is the normalized expression of gene g in cell j. Pathways such as those from the KEGG database42 can be used as a gene

set to calculate PASs. The SVD method can greatly improve the computational efficiency28,95 of analyzing a sparse matrix with

high dimensionality and can be used to generate eigenvalues without calculating the covariance matrix. We apply the SVD method

to transform a normalized gene-by-cell matrix into a pathway-by-cell matrix with reduced dimensional space.

For each pathway i, we extract aN3Mi sub-matrixAi from the normalized single-cell matrixA, withN being the number of cells and

Mi being the number of genes in pathway i. Applying the SVD method, Ai can be decomposed as follows:

AT
i = USVT ;

where U is anN3N orthogonal matrix,S is a diagonal matrix with all zeroes except for the elements on themain diagonal, and VT is an

Mi3Mi orthogonal matrix. For the right orthogonal matrix V = ðv1;v2; :::;vMi
Þ, the tth column vector vt represents the tth principal

component. In reference to previous studies,34,41 we use the projection of the characteristics of genes in each pathway on the direc-

tion of the PC1 eigenvalue to define PAS si;j for the pathway i in cell j, which reflects the main coordinated expression variability of

genes in a given pathway among single-cell data.

Polygenic regression model
According to previous methods,18,40,96 we assume a linear regression model, y = Xb+ ε, where y is an n � vector of phenotypes, X

denotes the n3mmatrix of genotypes (standardized to mean 0 and variance 1 for each SNP vector), b indicates the per-normalized-

genotype effect sizes vector ofmSNPswhen fitted jointly, and ε is the stochastic environmental error term. The releasedGWAS sum-

mary dataset contains per-SNP effect estimates, denoted as bb. These estimates indicate the marginal regression coefficients from

univerate models and can be calculated using the transformation equation bbk = XT
k y, where XT

k represents standardized genotypes

for SNP k across nGWAS samples. After substituting the polygenic model y = Xb+ ε into the estimation equation bb = XTy, the esti-

mated marginal effect sizes of SNPs can be written as: bb = Rb+XT
ε;

where R denotes the LD matrix.

As previously mentioned, Si denotes an SNP set that contains SNPs mapped to genes in a pathway i. The polygenic model as-

sumes that the effect sizes of SNPs in pathway i are random effects, which follow the multi-variable normal distribution

bSi
� MVNð0;s2i IjSi j3 jSi jÞ, where s2i is the variance of effect sizes for SNPs in the pathway and I is the jSij3jSij identity matrix. Based

on the prior assumption of above polygenic model, the distribution for the vector of the estimated effects of SNPs (bbSi
) associated

with a pathway follows:

bbSi
� MVN

�
0; s2

i R
2
Si
+ s2

eRSi

�
In reference to the extension of stratified LD score regression to continuous annotations,40 the per-normalized SNP estimates bb is a

mean 0 vector whose variance s2i depends on continuous-valued annotations (in this case, expression levels of genes in a given

pathway). Based on the assumption that a positive correlation between genetic associations and gene expression levels in each

cell associated with a trait of interest, the variance s2i is modeled using the linear weighted sum method for each SNP k:

s2
i = t0 +

X
j

ti;j ~e
i
gðkÞ;j;

where t0 is an intercept term, ti;j is the coefficient for thepathway i in cell j, whichmeasures the strengthof associationbetweenpathway-

specific gene expression activity and the variance of GWAS effect sizes in a given cell, and ~eig;j is the adjusted gene expression for each

gene g in the given pathway i calculated as ~eig;j = si;j beg;j with si;j being the PAS of pathway i. For each gene g in the pathway i in cell j, to

reducestandarddeviationandsuppress the effectof outliers,97 thegeneexpressioneg;j is rescaledusing themin-max rescalingmethod:

beg;j =
eg;j � MIN

�
eg;j

�
MAX

�
eg;j

� � MIN
�
eg;j

� ;
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where MAXðeg;jÞ denotes the maximum gene expression in pathway i and MINðeg;jÞ denotes the minimum gene expression in

pathway i.

To optimize the coefficients for each pathway in cells under the polygenic regression model, scPagwas adopts themethod-of-mo-

ments approach, which can prominently improve the computational efficiency and the estimated uniform convergence.18 Then, the

observed and expected squared effects of SNPs relevant to each pathway are fitted, and the following equation is used to estimate

the expected value:

E
�bb2

k

�
= s2

i

�
R2

Si

�
k;k

+ s2
e;

where ðR2
Si
Þk;k represents the kth diagonal element of matrix R2

Si
. Then, the coefficient ti;j can be estimated using the following linear

regression:

E
�bb2

k

�
=
�
R2

Si

�
k;k

 
t0 +

X
j

ti;j ~e
i
gðkÞ;j

!
+ s2

e

Of note, the estimated coefficient bt i;j represents the per-SNP contribution of one unit of the gene expression activity in the pathway i

in cell j to heritability.We define a gPAS for each pathway i in a cell j that is calculated by the product between the estimated coefficient

bt i;j and weighted PAS within a given cell using the following equation: gPASi;j = bt i;j P
g˛Pi

beg;j

Mi
si;j, whereMi is the number of genes in the

pathway i, and si;j is the PAS for the pathway i in cell j. Essentially, gPAS is a pathway-activity-based prediction of the genetic variance

of a normal distribution of cis-GWAS effect sizes for each pathway in a given cell (Figure 1D), and these cell-specific gPASs can be

used to rank trait-relevant pathways (seeMethodsS2). The total genetic variance explained by all pathways in a given cell is calculated

by summing all the metrics of gPASs in the cell: gPASsum
j =

PK
i = 1gPASi;j, where K is the total number of pathways in cell j. Note that

the larger summed gPASs (gPASsum) for each cell would have larger contribution to the heritability of a trait.

Identification of trait-relevant genes and individual cells
To optimize genes relevant to complex diseases/traits at single-cell resolution, we determine which gene g exhibits expression that is

highly correlated with the summed gPASs (gPASsum) across individual cells using the Pearson correlation method. To maximize the

power, the expression of each gene g is inversely weighted by its gene-specific technical noise level, which is estimated bymodeling

the mean-variance relationship across genes in the scRNA-seq data.98 By arranging the PCCs for all genes in descending order, we

select the top-ranked risk genes as trait-relevant genes (default top 1,000 genes) according to a previous method.22

Subsequently, we quantify the aggregate expression of predefined trait-relevant genes in each cell to generate raw TRSs. For a

given cell j and a trait-relevant gene set B, the cell-level raw TRS, TRSj, is defined as the average relative expression of the genes

in B. However, such raw TRSs may be confounded by cell complexity, as cells with higher complexity would have more genes iden-

tified and consequently tend to have higher TRSs for any given gene set. To properly control for the effect of cell complexity, we

calculate a control cell score with a control gene set BCtrl, which is randomly selected in a manner that maintain a comparable dis-

tribution of expression levels to that of the predefined gene set. The process included two steps: 1) using the average expression

levels to group all analyzed genes into 25 bins of equal size and 2) randomly selecting 100 genes from the same expression bin

for each gene in the predefined gene set. The final TRS is defined as the initial raw TRS after subtracting its corresponding control

cell score: dTRS j =
P
g˛B

eg;j =jBj �
P

g˛BCtrl

eg;j =
��BCtrl

��. The AddModuleScore cell-scoring method in Seurat44 is employed to calculate

the TRS with default parameters.

To further assess whether a cell is significantly associated with the trait of interest, we employ a MC method22 to determine the

statistical significance of individual cells by comparing the scPagwas TRS to the empirical distribution of control TRSs for each

cell. Initially, let T be a test statistic calculated from the scPagwas TRS of the given set of cells. Second, we sample C control

gene sets from a given cell j, which match mean expression and expression variance of top trait-relevant genes. By using the Add-

ModuleScore function in Seurat, we use the expression of 1,000 control genes in each gene set to calculate the control TRS for each

gene set (denoted as Tctrl) in cell j. Let Tctrl
1 ; :::; Tctrl

C be the same test statistics calculated from the C sets of control TRSs of the same

set of cells. The MC P value for each cell j can be written as:

PMC
j =

1+
PC
c = 1

I
�
Tj < Tctrl

c

�
1+C

To enhance the computing speed of scPagwas, the number of sampled control gene sets is set to be 500 in default. As alternative

options, users can choose the number of 100 or 1,000 control gene sets for specific purpose.

Note that the running of scPagwas is computationally efficient and scales linearly with the increased number of cells for both

computational cost and random access memory (RAM) use. The increased number of SNPs would take more computational

cost, whereas not demand the largely increased RAM memory use. It takes 20 minutes and 20 Gb RAM memory to analyze
Cell Genomics 3, 100383, September 13, 2023 e4
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25,000 cells and one million SNPs, and takes 75 minutes with the requirement of 70 Gb RAM memory to analyze 100,000 cells and

one million SNPs (Figure S7).

Inference analysis of trait-relevant cell types
scPagwas can also identify trait-relevant cell types, where the set of cells is treated as a pseudo-bulk transcriptomic profile and the

expression of a gene across cells is averaged within a given cell type. For the cell type association, the block bootstrap method45 is

used to estimate the standard error and compute a t-statistic with a corresponding P value for each cell type. Because the goal of the

blockbootstrap is tomaintaindata structureswhen sampling from the empirical distribution,we leverageall pathways in theKEGGdata-

base42 to partition the genome intomultiple biologically-meaningful blocks and sample these pathway-based blocks with replacement.

Under default parameters, scPagwas performs 200 block bootstrap iterations for each cell-type association analysis. The optional pa-

rameters are provided for the block bootstrap. Detailed information on scPagwas cell type-level inference analysis can be found in the

Methods S1.

Simulations
We used scDesign2 (version 1.0.0)88 to simulate a ground truth scRNA-seq dataset containing five cell types including monocytes,

DCs, andB, NK, and T cells to assess the performance of scPagwas in identifyingmonocyte count trait-relevant individual cells. DC, a

type of cell differentiated from monocytes,99 was chosen as a non-trait-relevant cell type, which could be a confounding factor for

distinguishing monocytes from all simulated cells. In the model-fitting step, we first fitted a multivariate generative model to a real

dataset via the fluorescence-activated cell-sorted bulk hematopoietic populations downloaded from the GEO database (Accession

No. GSE107011).100 Because there were five sorted cell types, we divided the datasets into five subsets according to the cell types

and fitted a cell type-specific model to each subset. In the data-generation step, we generated a synthetic scRNA-seq dataset from

the fitted model to represent trait-relevant cell populations (monocytes) and non-trait-relevant cell populations (non-monocyte cells

including DCs and B, NK, and T cells) for the monocyte count trait. Finally, we obtained 2,000 cells with synthetic scRNA-seq data

with cell proportions of 0.5 (monocytes), 0.05 (DCs), 0.2 (B cells), 0.05 (NK cells), and 0.2 (T cells).

scRNA-seq datasets
Eight independentscRNA-seqorsnRNA-seqdatasetsspanning1.4millionhuman (Homosapiens) andmouse (Musmusculus) cellswere

used in this study (TableS1). Forbloodcell traits,wecollected twoscRNA-seqdatasetsbasedonhumanBMMCs (n=35,582cells)47and

human PBMCs (PBMC #1, n = 97,039 cells)48 to identify trait-relevant cell subpopulations or types. For AD, we collected four single-cell

datasets including amouse brain scRNA-seq dataset (n = 160,796 cells),84 a human brain entorhinal cortex snRNA-seq dataset (Human

brain #1, n = 11,786 cells),85 a human brain snRNA-seq dataset (Human brain #2, n = 101,906 cells),86 and another human brain snRNA-

seq dataset (Human brain #3, n = 14,287 cells).63 To identify severe COVID-19-related immune cell populations, we collected a large-

scale PBMC scRNA-seq dataset (PBMC #2, n = 469,453 cells) containing 254 peripheral blood samples from patients with various

COVID-19 severities (mild N = 109 samples, moderate N = 102 samples, and severe N = 50 samples) and 16 healthy controls.87 The

scRNA-seq dataset from the human cell landscape (HCL, n = 513,707 cells in 35 adult tissues),83 as well as the previously mentioned

four scRNA-seqdatasets (i.e., BMMC,PBMC#1,Humanbrain #1, andMousebrain),wereused toassess theperformanceof scPagwas

in reducing the sparsity and technical noise.

GWAS summary datasets for complex diseases and traits
We obtained GWAS summary statistics for 10 blood cell traits (average N = 307,772) and AD (21,982 cases and 41,944 controls) from

the IEU OpenGWAS, for schizophrenia (67,390 cases and 94,015 controls) from the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, and for se-

vere COVID-19 (7,885 cases and 961,804 controls) from the COVID-19 Host Genetics Initiative (Table S2). The 10 blood cell traits

includedmonocyte count, lymphocyte count, lymphocyte percent, mean corpus volume, neutrophil count, white blood count, eosin-

ophil count, basophil count, mean corpuscular hemoglobin, and hemoglobin concentration.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For benchmarking analyses, we evaluated the performance of scPagwas for identifying trait-relevant genes compared with four

gene-scoring methods, including MAGMA,26 TWAS,23 S-PrediXcan,25 and S-MultiXcan,24 and assessed the cell-type-level perfor-

mance of scPagwas compared with five cell-type inferencemethods, including sc-linker9 and EPIC,21 LDSC-SEG,16 MAGMA-based

approach,51 and RolyPoly.18We also used four cell-scoringmethods, including AddModuleScore function in Seurat,44 scDRS,22 AU-

Cell,33 and VISION,35 to evaluate the performance of scPagwas at the single-cell level. The two-sided Student’s t test was used to

assess the significant differences in gene expressions between Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients and matched controls in two bulk-

based transcriptomic datasets (GSE15222, n = 363; GSE109887, n = 78). In reference to a previous study,21 we applied the RISmed

method69 to search supporting evidence for the relationship between interested key words (i.e., the link between scPagwas-identi-

fied risk genes and AD from reported studies in the PubMed database.
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